
MODEL VIEW CONTROLLER

Modelâ€“Viewâ€“Controller (usually known as MVC) is a software design pattern commonly used for developing user
interfaces which divides the related program .

When model objects change, a controller object communicates that new model data to the view objects so that
they can display it. You can confirm business logic, mock some of your networking or persistence methods or
add tests around sensitive pieces of your model layer. This tutorial will help you avoid common mistakes that
lead to apps that are too difficult to extend. Because you typically reuse and reconfigure them, view objects
provide consistency between applications. The second part is those handlers themselves, which are in fact
often called "controllers. Persistence code: You use this when persisting data to a database, Core Data or
storing data on a device. Skinnability cuts to the very heart of the MVC pattern. Parsing code: You should
include objects that parse network responses in the model layer. And if you say, "Apply the bold template to
this hole," they kind of get that, too. For example, DOM code including the application's custom abstractions
to it is useful for both graphics display and user input. Model-View-Controller design pattern The
model-view-controller MVC design pattern specifies that an application consist of a data model, presentation
information, and control information. Most applications today follow this pattern, many with slight variations.
All of the variations strongly encourage separation of data and its presentation. The three parts of the MVC
software-design pattern can be described as follows: Model: Manages data and business logic. You might
however also want to just update the view to display the data in a different format, e. Code reuse[ edit ] The
same or similar view for one application can be refactored for another application with different data because
the view is simply handling how the data is being displayed to the user. Data sources and delegates:
Something that may be less common is developers relying on model objects to be the data source or delegate
of other components such as table or collection views. The Model The model defines what data the app should
contain. When you put everything together, it looks like this: Each one of these objects is meant to be separate
from the other, and each fulfills a specific role. The View V When users interacts with your app, they are
interacting with the view layer. The model knows how to make a subset. These can also be wrappers around
lower-level, more robust API: a keychain wrapper on iOS, a class to help with notifications or a model to help
you work with HealthKit. So if you believe the web has been at all successful -- most signs I've seen point to
yes -- then you also have to acknowledge the incredible power of Model-View-Controller. No surprise there,
but there are usually other classes and objects in your projects that you can include in this layer: Network
code: You preferably only use a single class for network communication across your entire app. Much of the
data that is part of the persistent state of the application whether that persistent state is stored in files or
databases should reside in the model objects after the data is loaded into the application. Instead, you will walk
through a project that uses MVC with best practices in mind. Rather, it is to have a solid foundation upon
which to get your work done. Excessive boilerplate â€” Due to the application computation and state being
typically clustered into one of the 3 parts, the other parts degenerate into either boilerplate shims or
code-behind [16] that exists only to satisfy the MVC pattern. The view is simply how you lay the data out,
how it is displayed. High cohesion â€” MVC enables logical grouping of related actions on a controller
together. The other problem is there is no way to do multiple site skins properly if you don't have proper
separation of concerns. The View layer is the face of your app. Since there are many publications describing
the pattern, as well as numerous samples, this document does not describe the pattern in great detail. If you
have the view and the logic together, when you make a copy of the view you copy the logic as well. Controller
objects can also perform setup and coordinating tasks for an application and manage the life cycles of other
objects.


